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Wednesday, September 30, 2015

12:00 noon – 4:30 pm

Investor Only Program (Closed Session)
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6:30 pm – 8:00 pm
Opening Cocktail Reception at the Exploratorium at Pier 15, East Gallery
		
(shuttle departs via the Post Street Lobby Entrance at 6:00 pm)

Day One

Kenneth Rosen

Thursday, October 1, 2015

7:30 am

Registration . Italian Room Foyer, Mezzanine Level

7:30 am

Continental Breakfast . Colonial Room, Mezzanine Level

7:30 am – 8:45 am

Investor Only Breakfast (Closed Session)

7:30 am – 8:45 am

New Member and First Time Attendee Breakfast . Victor’s Ballroom, 32nd Floor

8:45 am – 9:00 am

Welcoming Remarks by Conference Co-Chairs . Grand Ballroom, Mezzanine Level

9:00 am – 10:00 am
General Session I . Grand Ballroom, Mezzanine Level
		
The Global Economy
		
A roundtable discussion with leading economists will consider the current macroeconomic picture
Bradford DeLong
		
and outlook for the future. What factors are driving growth and volatility in developed and emerging
		
economies? What is the role of fiscal and monetary policy? What should governments be doing
		
and will they do? How will linkages between economies around the world affect the path of global
		
growth going forward?
Gita Gopinath

Moderator
Kenneth Rosen, Chairman, Rosen Consulting Group, Chairman, the Fisher Center
		
for Real Estate and Urban Economics and Professor Emeritus at the Haas School of Business at the
		
University of California, Berkeley
Economists
Bradford DeLong, Professor of Economics, University of California, Berkeley
		
Gita Gopinath, Professor of Economics, Harvard University
10:00 am – 10:45 am
General Session II . Grand Ballroom, Mezzanine Level
		
A Conversation with
		
Jonathan Gray, Global Head of Real Estate, Board Director, Blackstone
		
Betty Liu, Editor at Large, Bloomberg
		
Jonathan Gray and Betty Liu will take a global view of the investment landscape, surveying the risks and
		
opportunities to be found across geographies, fund types, and strategies. The outlook for public and private
		
real estate investment will be weighed in the context of macroeconomic factors and the prevailing market
		
conditions facing other major asset classes.

Jonathan Gray

Betty Liu
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Day One
10:45 am – 11:00 am

Timothy Bellman

Adam Gallistel

Deborah Harmon

Anthony Breault

Graeme Eadie

Ernest Hunt

Peter Braffman

Christy Fields

11:00 am – 11:45 am
		
		
		
		
		
		

Dean Adler

Jim McKelvey

David Krane

Dana Telsey
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Thursday, October 1, 2015 continued
Break

General Session III . Grand Ballroom, Mezzanine Level
Deploying Capital in Developed, Emerging, and Frontier Markets
How do the “BRICs”—Brazil, Russia, India, and China—compare with such “frontier” markets as Indonesia,
Ghana, and Peru? How might the search for yield influence approaches to core investment within and
outside the US? Underlying these and related questions is a search for relative value, which will be the
guiding theme for this interactive discussion among investors, managers, and consultants on the panel
and in the audience.

Moderator
Timothy Bellman, Head of Global Research, Invesco Real Estate
Panelists
Graeme Eadie, Senior Managing Director and Global Head of Real Estate Investments, CPP Investment Board
		
Adam Gallistel, Deputy Regional Head–Americas, GIC Real Estate
		
Ernest Hunt, Senior Investment Officer, Real Assets, United Nations Joint Staff Pension Fund

11:45 am – 12:30 pm
General Session IV . Grand Ballroom, Mezzanine Level
		
A Changing Model? New Trends in Investor/Manager Relationships					
		
The financial crisis prompted a reevaluation of the relationship between limited and general partners.
		
Six years later, how has the discussion evolved? What has changed or remained the same? How should we
		
think about the prevalence and magnitude of changes to the number of manager relationships that
		
investors maintain? Where do fees and terms fit in the equation? An expert panel will consider these and
		
related questions from multiple industry perspectives.
Moderator
Deborah Harmon, Cofounder and CEO, Artemis Real Estate Partners, LLC
Panelists
Peter Braffman, Managing Director, GCM Grosvenor
		
Anthony Breault, Senior Real Estate Investment Officer, Oregon State Treasury
		
Christy Fields , Managing Director–Real Estate, Pension Consulting Alliance
		
Christine Ortiz, Managing Director, Real Assets, The David & Lucile Packard Foundation
12:30 pm – 2:30 pm

Christine Ortiz

o

General Luncheon . California East/West, 2nd Floor

		
Affinity Group Luncheon (For Appointed Members Only)
3:00 pm – 3:50 pm
General Session V . Grand Ballroom, Mezzanine Level
		
Innovators and Disruptors: Challenging or Enhancing Traditional Business Models?
		
An explosion of alternative shopping, lodging, and transportation options—all enabled by fast-paced
		
technological changes—have altered the consumer landscape. How have they influenced, and
		
how will they reshape, the institutional real estate marketplace? Which property investment theses
		
will be bolstered, challenged, or completely upended by this tide of innovation? A panel of tech
		
leaders will examine these questions in light of the disruptive forces present today and expected to
		
emerge in the near future.
Moderator
Dean Adler, Cofounder & CEO, Lubert-Adler Partners, L.P.
Panelists
David Krane, Managing Partner, Google Ventures
		
Jim McKelvey, Co-Founder, Square
		
Dana Telsey, CEO and Chief Research Officer, Telsey Advisory Group
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General Session VI . Grand Ballroom, Mezzanine Level
Resource Scarcity: Why and How Sustainability is Important to the Institutional Real Estate Industry
Based on timely survey data and industry observations, Nils Kok of the Global Real Estate
Sustainability Benchmark will share insights into the institutional real estate investment
community’s progress on the sustainability front. He will be joined by a panel of institutional
investment community leaders and sustainability experts. Their conversation will give
attendees occasion to think about how best to engage with their own portfolios to optimize
sustainable investing.

Moderator
Nils Kok, CEO and Cofounder, GRESB
Panelists
Susan Ansel, President and CEO, Gables Residential
		
Susan Kennedy, Founder and CEO, Advanced Microgrid Solutions
		
Paul Shantic, Director, Inflation Sensitive Investments, California State Teachers’ Retirement System
4:40 pm – 5:30 pm
General Session VII . Grand Ballroom, Mezzanine Level
		
A Framework for Future Cities
		
Seizing on the availability of ever more sophisticated methods of collecting and analyzing data
		
about cities, a group of scientists at the Santa Fe Institute has set out to develop a more complete,
		
quantitatively driven approach to observing urban phenomena. Whether charting the relationship
		
between a city’s size and the wealth and productivity of its inhabitants, or mapping the effects of
		
infrastructure development, these investigations stand to improve our understanding of urban
		
growth and enhance our ability to orient that growth sustainably. With a focus on cities of the
		
developing world, this discussion will take inspiration from the goal of cultivating environments
		
that unleash creative and economic potential.
Moderator
Panelist
6:30 pm – 7:30 pm

Kate Kerrigan, Senior Director, Paul Milstein Center for Real Estate, Columbia Business School
Luís Bettencourt, Professor of Complex Systems, Santa Fe Institute
Cocktail Reception . Colonial Room and Italian Foyer, Mezzanine level

7:30 pm – 9:30 pm
Dinner with Speaker . Grand Ballroom, Mezzanine Level
		
The Iran Deal and Geopolitical Hotspots around the World
Richard Haass, President, Council on Foreign Relations
		
Dr. Haass, whose work on behalf of the US Departments of State and Defense has taken him to
		
Afghanistan, Northern Ireland, and numerous other places of strategic importance, will examine
		
today’s most pressing national security and foreign policy issues. He will focus on recent
		
developments in Asia and the Middle East and their implications for efforts toward nuclear
		
nonproliferation, de-escalation of geopolitical tensions, and other diplomatic priorities.
Richard Haass

9:30 pm – Midnight
PREA Rising Leaders Cocktails
		
(Invitation Only)
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Friday, October 2, 2015

Closing Session . Grand Ballroom, Mezzanine Level
Seated Breakfast with Keynote Venture Capitalists
		
During the closing session, an expert panel will discuss trends and developments at the vanguard
		
of venture capital investing, providing a glimpse of things to come in the realm of technology
		
and innovation.
Moderator
Jenny Chen, Principal, Jasper Ridge Partners
Panelists
Chi-Hua Chien, Co-Founder and Managing Partner, Goodwater Capital
		
Somesh Dash, General Partner, Institutional Venture Partners
8:30 am – 10:00 am

Jenny Chen

r

10:00 am

Closing Remarks

Somesh Dash

		
Conference Concludes

		

Other events to watch for:

Wednesday
September 30, 2015
Women’s Tea
		
(Invitation only)

Thursday
October 1, 2015
PREA Rising Leaders Cocktails
		
(Invitation only)

Friday
October 2, 2015
LGREG Luncheon
		
(Invitation only)
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CONFERENCE COMMITTEE

Howard Margolis
Chairman
MRP Group

Alison Hawkins
Artemis Real Estate
Partners

Amachie Ackah
Clay Cove Capital, LLC

Josh Kawaii-Bogue
California State Teachers’
Retirement System

Trina Bigby-Sanders
Los Angeles County
Employees Retirement
Association
Diego Carrillo
California Public
Employees’
Retirement System
Tom Flexner
Citi Global Markets Inc.
Spencer Haber
H/2 Capital Partners LLC

Steven LeBlanc
CapRidge
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Capital Group
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Caixia Ziegler
Ford Foundation
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Dean Adler is CEO and Cofounder of Lubert-Adler Partners, L.P., and is Head of the Investment Committee and responsible for leading
the strategic direction of the team. He is also a Partner in Independence Capital Partners, a family of funds invested in real estate, private equity, corporate restructurings, venture capital, and asset-based lending. Adler graduated magna cum laude from the Wharton
School of the University of Pennsylvania. He also holds a JD degree with honors from the University of Pennsylvania Law School and
was an instructor at the Wharton School between 1981 and 1983. Subsequently, he worked at Ernst & Young, Baker and Hostetler,
and CMS. Currently, he is an Executive Committee Member and Research Sponsor for the Zell/Lurie Real Estate Center at the Wharton
School and serves on the board of directors of Bed Bath & Beyond.
Sue Ansel is President and Chief Executive Officer of Gables Residential. In her 25-plus years with Gables, she has held positions in
acquisitions, development, and operations and has led important company initiatives, including the advancement of real estate
technology efforts and third-party client services. Ansel serves on several boards and committees, including serving as an officer and
on the Executive Committee of the National Multi-Housing Council and as an officer of the Real Estate Council and the Real Estate
Council Foundation Board of Directors, and DePauw University’s Board of Trustees. Ansel is also a member of the Urban Land Institute
and a graduate of DePauw University.

Tim Bellman is Head of Global Research at Invesco Real Estate. He joined Invesco Real Estate’s (IRE) global research team in July 2012
and is responsible for global asset allocation and coordination of the research efforts of the three regional heads of research in North
America, Europe, and Asia-Pacific. He manages an in-house team of 15 researchers and is based in the Dallas office. Prior to joining IRE,
Bellman worked for ING Real Estate Investment Management (INGREIM) for seven years, most recently as the Global Head of Research
and Strategy and previously as the Asia-Pacific Head of Research and Strategy. Before INGREIM, Bellman was the Regional Investment
Strategist for LaSalle Investment Management and Head of Research and Strategy for Asia-Pacific for Jones Lang LaSalle. Bellman
spent 16 years in Hong Kong and was the first Chairman of the Research Committee of ANREV. Bellman holds an MA from Cambridge
University and an MPhil from Reading University in the UK.

Luís M. A. Bettencourt is a Professor of Complex Systems at the Santa Fe Institute. He trained as a theoretical physicist and obtained his
PhD from Imperial College, University of London. He has worked extensively on cities and urbanization with an emphasis on creating
new theoretical interdisciplinary syntheses to describe cities and urbanization in quantitative and predictive ways, informed by the
growing availability of empirical data worldwide. His research interests also deal with issues of innovation and sustainability in developing human societies, the dynamics of infectious diseases, and general mechanisms for information processing in complex systems.
His research has brought new perspectives into how we view cities and urbanization and has been featured extensively in the media.
Peter Braffman is a Managing Director of GCM Grosvenor, leads the firm’s real estate investment practice, is responsible for the team’s
real estate sourcing and underwriting activities, and is a member of the Private Markets Investment Committee. Prior to joining GCM
Grosvenor, Braffman was a Partner in the Customized Fund Investment Group of Credit Suisse Group AG. Previously, he was a Senior
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Vice President at Zurich Alternative Asset Management. Prior to joining Zurich Alternative, Braffman was a Vice President in the Merger
and Strategic Advisory Group at Goldman Sachs. Before joining Goldman Sachs, he was an Associate at Kirkland & Ellis LLP. Braffman
holds an MBA from the J.L. Kellogg Graduate School of Management, a JD from the Northwestern University School of Law, and a BA
in biology and history from the University of Rochester.

Anthony Breault is the Senior Real Estate Investment Officer for the Office of the Oregon State Treasurer, where he is responsible for allocation, performance, and strategy implementaion for Oregon’s real estate portfolio. Prior to joining Oregon in October 2006, Breault
spent two years as an Investment Manager with Schnitzer West and seven years with Jones Lang LaSalle working in Boston, Hartford,
Miami, and Sydney, Australia. Prior to joining LaSalle in 1997, Breault spent eight years active duty as an officer in the US Navy; he retired from the Naval Reserves as Commander after 22 years of service.
Jenny Chen is a Principal at Jasper Ridge Partners and has responsibility for manager selection in the private equity area with an emphasis on Asia and venture capital investments. Chen joined Jasper Ridge Partners as an Associate in 2005, left to earn an MBA, and
returned in 2010. Prior to Jasper Ridge Partners, she worked as a Product Analyst at Goldman Sachs Asset Management, developing
the group’s quantitative hedge fund platform. Chen earned a BA in economics and an MS in management science and engineering
from Stanford University, where she was awarded the Lloyd W. Dinkelspiel Award for exceptional contributions to undergraduate
education, and an MBA from the Stanford Graduate School of Business.
Chi-Hua Chien is a Cofounder and Managing Partner of Goodwater Capital. Prior to Goodwater, he was a General Partner at Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers. Chien serves on the Board of Directors of Path, Tilt, Zaarly, and Zumper. Previously, he was an Associate at Accel
Partners, where he originated Accel’s investment in Facebook. Chien was an early employee or cofounder of four startups, including
Coremetrics (acquired by IBM), where he led the marketing and inside sales teams, served as interim CFO, and was appointed to the
Office of the President. Chien earned a BS in industrial engineering, a BA in economics, an MS in industrial engineering, and an MBA
at Stanford University. At Stanford, he was named a Mayfield Fellow, President’s Scholar, and Arjay Miller Scholar. He co-teaches an
undergraduate technology entrepreneurship course at the Engineering School at Stanford.

Somesh Dash is a General Partner at Institutional Venture Partners (IVP), focusing primarily on later-stage investments in Internet, software, wireless, and technology-enabled services companies. Prior to joining IVP, Dash was an Analyst in the Corporate Finance Division of Credit Suisse’s Technology Investment Banking Group. Prior to Credit Suisse, Somesh worked for Luxmi Capital, an early-stage
venture capital fund focused on digital media investments. He also worked for the Corporate Development Division of Sony Entertainment Television. Somesh is a member of the Advisory Board of the Lester Center for Entrepreneurship at UC Berkeley, the Tech
Advisory Group of UCSF, and the Stanford Center for Philanthropy and Civil Society (PACS). He is also a member of the Partnership for a
New American Economy. Dash is a term member of the Council on Foreign Relations. He was formerly a member of the Haas Alumni
Board and Haas Development Board at UC Berkeley. Dash earned a BS in business administration from the Haas School of Business at
the University of California, Berkeley, and an MBA from Stanford University.
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J. Bradford DeLong is an expert on international economics and finance, with an impressive portfolio of academic research and public
service. He served in the US government as Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Economic Policy from 1993 to 1995, where
he worked on the Clinton Administration’s 1993 budget, on the Uruguay Round of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, on the
North American Free Trade Agreement, on macroeconomic policy, on the unsuccessful health care reform effort, and on many other
issues. DeLong is a Professor of economics at the University of California, Berkeley, where he chairs the international political economy
major. A Research Associate of the National Bureau of Economic Research, he also was Danziger Associate Professor of Economics at
Harvard University and John M. Olin Fellow at the National Bureau of Economic Research. He is coauthor of The End of Influence.
Graeme Eadie is Senior Managing Director and Global Head of Real Estate Investments at CPP Investment Board. He is responsible for
the global real estate program, which encompasses both equity and debt investments. Prior to joining the CPP Investment Board in
2005, Eadie held multiple roles, including Chief Financial Officer, Chief Operating Officer, and President of Cadillac Fairview. He has also
held senior management positions with a number of entities in the retail and manufacturing areas and formerly was a Trustee of the
Morguard Real Estate Investment Trust and a Director of the Ontario Realty Corporation. Eadie earned B. Comm. and M.Sc. (business
administration) degrees from the University of British Columbia.

Christy Fields is Managing Director–Real Estate at Pension Consulting Alliance (PCA). She rejoined PCA in 2007 as Managing Director of
Real Estate Consulting Services. She has extensive experience in structuring and analyzing real estate transactions, developing investment strategy, analyzing manager fees and performance, evaluating manager reporting practices, and supervising and negotiating
workouts. Previously, Fields spent four years at Westwood Consulting Group. Prior to Westwood, she spent five years with PCA’s prior
real estate consulting practice. Earlier in her career, Fields was a Senior Consultant with PriceWaterhouseCoopers’ Real Estate Consulting Services Group. Fields received a BA from Cornell University’s School of Hotel Administration and an MBA from Yale University’s
School of Management.
Adam Gallistel is the Deputy Regional Head–Americas of GIC Real Estate. He has more than 18 years of experience in the real estate
industry. Prior to GIC, he held positions at LaSalle Investment Management and the Concord Group, a real estate consulting firm. Gallistel holds a BA in history from the University of Pennsylvania and an MBA from Columbia Business School.
Gita Gopinath is a Professor of Economics at Harvard University. Her research focuses on international finance and macroeconomics.
Gopinath is a visiting scholar at the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, a Managing Editor of the Review of Economic Studies, Coeditor
of the current Handbook of International Economics, and a Research Associate with the National Bureau of Economic Research for
the programs in economic fluctuations and growth, international finance and macroeconomics, and monetary economics. She also
served as a member of the Eminent Persons Advisory Group on G-20 Matters for India’s Ministry of Finance. In 2011, the World Economic Forum chose Gopinath as a Young Global Leader. Before coming to Harvard, she was an Assistant Professor of Economics at
the University of Chicago’s Graduate School of Business. She holds a BA from the University of Delhi, an MA from the Delhi School of
Economics and from the University of Washington, and a PhD from Princeton University.
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Jonathan D. Gray is Global Head of Real Estate at Blackstone and a member of the firm’s board of directors. He also sits on the firm’s Management Committee. Gray serves as Chairman of the Board of Hilton Worldwide and is a board member of Brixmor Properties. He is
also Chairman of the Board of Harlem Village Academies and a board member of Trinity School. Gray and his wife, Mindy, established
the Basser Center for BRCA at the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine, focused on the prevention and treatment of certain
genetically caused cancers. Gray received a BS in economics from the Wharton School, as well as a BA in English from the College of
Arts and Sciences at the University of Pennsylvania, where he graduated magna cum laude.

Richard N. Haass is in his 13th year as President of the Council on Foreign Relations. In 2013, he served as the Chair of the multiparty
negotiations in Northern Ireland that provided the foundation for the 2014 Stormont House Agreement. For his efforts to promote
peace and conflict resolution, he received the 2013 Tipperary International Peace Award. From 2001 to 2003, Haass was Director of
policy planning for the Department of State as well as US Coordinator for policy toward the future of Afghanistan and US envoy to
the Northern Ireland peace process. He was also special assistant to President George H. W. Bush and Senior Director for Near East
and South Asian affairs on the staff of the National Security Council from 1989 to 1993. Haass is the author or editor of 12 books on
American foreign policy and one book on management. His most recent books are Foreign Policy Begins at Home: The Case for Putting
America’s House in Order and War of Necessity, War of Choice: A Memoir of Two Iraq Wars. A Rhodes scholar, Haass holds a BA from Oberlin
College and master’s and PhD degrees from Oxford University.
Debbie Harmon is Cofounder and CEO of Artemis Real Estate Partners, LLC. With nearly 30 years of experience in the real estate industry, she is responsible for establishing, implementing, and overseeing the company’s strategic direction. Prior to cofounding Artemis,
she spent 17 years with the J.E. Robert Companies, Inc. (JER), where she was last President and CIO. Before joining JER, Harmon was
a Managing Director at Bankers Trust Company. She serves on the Board of the Pension Real Estate Association, as Trustee of Urban
Land Institute, and on the Board of Forest City Enterprises, Inc., the Advisory Board of Caravel Management, the Advisory Board of the
BlackIvy Group, and the Executive Committee of the Zell/Lurie Real Estate Center at the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania. She also serves on the Board and Executive Committee for Women for Women International and as Commissioner for the
White House Fellows program appointed by President Barack Obama. Harmon is a member of the Council on Foreign Relations and
the Economic Club of Washington, DC. She earned a BA from Johns Hopkins University and an MBA from the Wharton School of the
University of Pennsylvania.
Ernest E. Hunt IV is the Senior Investment Officer, Real Assets at the United Nations Joint Staff Pension Fund (UNJSPF). He is responsible for new investment selection and oversight of the pension fund’s allocation to real assets (real estate, infrastructure, timber, and
agriculture). Prior to joining the UNJSPF, Hunt was a Senior Vice President at Sumitomo Life Realty, Inc., the US real estate investment
subsidiary of Sumitomo Life Insurance of Japan, and a Vice President at Morgan Grenfell Laurie, the commercial real estate arm of Morgan Grenfell. Early in his career, he worked for a real estate developer and as an offshore engineer for Shell Oil Company. Hunt holds a
BS in civil engineering from Stanford University and an MBA from Harvard Business School.
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Susan Kennedy is Founder and CEO of Advanced Microgrid Solutions. She served for two decades in state and federal government
positions, most recently as Chief of Staff to California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger, Cabinet Secretary to California Governor
Gray Davis, and Communications Director for US Senator Dianne Feinstein (D–CA). She served from 2003 to 2006 as Commissioner
on California’s Public Utilities Commission, regulating the state’s investor-owned electric utilities, telecommunications providers, and
private water companies. Kennedy was at the center of many groundbreaking environmental policies, including California’s carbon
reduction and cap-and-trade program, the Low-Carbon Fuel Standard, and the Green Building Standards and Renewable Portfolio
Standard. She coordinated the state’s emergency demand response efforts during the energy crisis of 2000–2001, and as a member of
the PUC, she authored the largest energy-efficiency program in utility history. Kennedy holds a BA in management from Saint Mary’s
College of California.

Kate Kerrigan is the Senior Director of the Paul Milstein Center for Real Estate at Columbia Business School. Prior to joining Columbia University, from 2008 to 2011, she was the Executive Director of the Dumbo Improvement District, one of New York City’s most
dynamic business improvement districts (BID). From 2001 to 2008, she was a key member of the Downtown Alliance’s executive
management team. The largest BID in North America, Kerrigan was associated with the Downtown Alliance since its inception in
the mid-1990s. Prior to the Downtown Alliance, she worked in commercial real estate, starting her career at AIG Global Real Estate.
Kerrigan earned a BA in English and American literature and in urban studies from Brown University and a JD at New York Law School.
Nils Kok is the CEO and Cofounder of GRESB, a global benchmark to assess the sustainability performance of real assets, including real
estate portfolios and infrastructure assets. GRESB has rated more than 1,000 REITs and funds on behalf of more than 50 institutional
investors. Kok is a frequent speaker at industry and academic conferences, and actively shares his expertise through workshops with
investment practitioners and policymakers. He also holds a position as an Associate Professor in finance and real estate at Maastricht
University. His work on pension funds, commercial real estate, and energy efficiency and sustainability has received numerous government grants and awards and has appeared in leading academic journals as well as in the global financial and economics media.
David Krane is Managing Partner at Google Ventures. He comanages the fund and invests in a wide range of technology companies. Krane’s Google career began 15 years ago as Director of Global Communications and Public Affairs. In this role, he oversaw the
company’s strategic communications programs worldwide and worked as a member of the senior leadership team to grow Google
from a small start-up to a multibillion-dollar global enterprise. Krane’s prior professional experience spanned both start-up and public
companies, including Apple Computer, QUALCOMM, Four11 (now Yahoo! Mail), and two computer security software developers. He
received a BA in journalism from Indiana University, Bloomington and currently serves on the dean’s advisory board for the IU School
of Informatics and Computer Science.
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Betty Liu is the host of In the Loop, At the Half on Bloomberg Radio. She was also the host of Bloomberg Television’s In the Loop with
Betty Liu, a daily business morning news program that covers the opening of US markets and global financial, economic, and political news. Liu has interviewed numerous prominent newsmakers for Bloomberg Television, including Warren Buffett, Ted Turner, Jack
Welch, and Lloyd Blankfein. Before joining Bloomberg, Liu was an anchor and a correspondent for CNBC Asia, and before that, she
served as the Atlanta bureau chief for the Financial Times. Earlier in her career, Liu was the Taiwan bureau chief for Dow Jones Newswires. She is the author of Age Smart: Discovering the Fountain of Youth at Midlife and Beyond and Work Smarts: What CEOs Say You Need
to Know to Get Ahead. Liu graduated magna cum laude from the University of Pennsylvania.

Jim McKelvey is an inventor, an entrepreneur, an artist, an author, and a licensed pilot. While perhaps best known for cofounding
Square, which has changed the way mobile small business can accept credit cards, McKelvey is also known as a master glass artist
and author. His latest venture, LaunchCode, is making it possible for anyone to learn programming and land a full-time job in less than
six months—for free. A 1987 Washington University economics and computer science graduate, McKelvey has founded successful
companies in payments, education, scientific publishing, construction, printing, glassblowing, and software. Each business is founded
upon a simple idea and run by people committed to that idea. McKelvey has never sold any of his companies and as a result now
oversees a diverse portfolio of businesses. He is the author of three textbooks, two on computer programming and one on glassblowing. He teaches at Washington University in St. Louis.

Christine Ortiz serves as Managing Director of Real Assets at the David & Lucile Packard Foundation. Prior to joining the foundation in
January 2009, she worked for the University of Chicago Office of Investments, initially covering private equity investments and later
serving as Manager of Real Assets. Ortiz holds an MBA in finance and strategic management from the University of Chicago Booth
School of Business and a BS in Public Health from Indiana University at Bloomington.
Kenneth T. Rosen is Chairman of Rosen Consulting Group, Chairman of the Fisher Center for Real Estate and Urban Economics, and
Professor Emeritus at the Haas School of Business at the University of California, Berkeley. He was the Chairman and Founder of Rosen
Real Estate Securities LLC and Chairman, Founder, and Portfolio Manager of Lend Lease Rosen Securities, both REIT money management firms. Rosen served as the Special Real Estate Advisor to the Davos World Economic Forum, and from 1985 to 1990, he was
Consultant/Managing Director of Salomon Brothers’ Real Estate Research Department. Rosen received a PhD in economics from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and a BA with highest honors from the University of Connecticut in 1970. He was a Professor
of Economics at Princeton University.
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Robert W. Sessa is the Director of Real Estate for the Employees Retirement System of Texas (ERS), a public pension plan serving more
than 300,000 state employees. Overseeing both public and private real estate investments, he is responsible for building out and implementing the pension fund’s real estate program, targeting 10% of the system’s assets. Certain infrastructure, timber, and agriculture
investments fall under his purview as well. Prior to joining ERS, Sessa spent a year on the El Paso/Cd. Juarez border doing volunteer
work with the homeless. He spent his previous five years at Coopers & Lybrand (now PriceWaterhouseCoopers) in New York in the
personal financial services and business assurance groups. Sessa received an MBA at the University of Texas at Austin and a BS in business administration from Fordham University.
Paul Shantic is the Director of the Inflation Sensitive asset class for the California State Teachers’ Retirement System (CalSTRS) and leads
a team of five investment professionals responsible for the management and gathering of assets with a close linkage to inflation. He
has been with CalSTRS for just over 20 years, serving as Acting Co-Director of Fixed Income and the Portfolio Manager for the investment-grade and high-yield portfolios along with a team of five traders/analysts. Shantic has also managed CalSTRS’ MBS and liquidity
portfolios. He assisted with the start-up of CalSTRS’ Credit Enhancement Program and has worked as a Public Funds Manager for a
number of public agencies throughout California. Shantic holds advanced degrees in business, portfolio management, public administration, conflict resolution, and government. He received a BA in political science and philosophy from the University of Redlands.

Dana Telsey is the CEO and Chief Research Officer of Telsey Advisory Group. She has followed more than 100 companies during her 28year career and is the only US-based analyst to provide complete analysis of the European luxury goods sector. From 1994 to 2006, she
was at Bear, Stearns & Co. Inc., covering the retail sector, most recently as a Senior Managing Director. Prior to working at Bear Stearns,
Telsey was the Retail Analyst at C.J. Lawrence and Vice President of the Baron Asset Fund at Baron Capital, Inc. Telsey has appeared as
a special guest on such programs as Wall Street Week, ABC News, The NBC Evening News, and The Today Show and is a regular guest
analyst on both CNN and CNBC. She is a frequent contributor to Luxury Briefing and WGSN (Worth Global Style Network). Telsey graduated from Hobart-William Smith Colleges with a BA in history and Spanish and received an MBA from Fordham University.
Caixia Ziegler is Associate Director/Head of Real Estate at the Ford Foundation. Previously, she was the Director of Global Real Assets
at the National Railroad Retirement Investment Trust, where she was responsible for its allocation to real estate and real assets investments. Prior to that, she spent six years working at United Technologies Corporation in various financial and investment management
capacities. Ziegler is a CFA charterholder. She received a bachelor’s degree from Xiamen University in China and an MBA from Wake
Forest University.
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